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abstract

Retinal hemorrhage is a cardinal manifestation of abusive head trauma. Over the 30 years since the recognition of this association, multiple streams of research, including clinical, postmortem, animal, mechanical, and finite element studies, have created a robust understanding of the clinical features, diagnostic importance, differential diagnosis, and pathophysiology of this finding. The importance of describing the hemorrhages adequately is paramount in ensuring accurate and complete differential diagnosis. Challenges remain in developing models that adequately replicate the forces required to cause retinal hemorrhage in children. Although questions, such as the effect of increased intracranial pressure, hypoxia, and impact, are still raised (particularly in court), clinicians can confidently rely on a large and solid evidence base when assessing the implications of retinal hemorrhage in children with concern of possible child abuse. Pediatrics 2010;126:961–970
Aikman1 was the first to associate retinal hemorrhage (RH) with child abuse in 1928. The association between RH and subarachnoid and subdural hemorrhage was noted long before child abuse was recognized by ophthalmologists.2,3 In 1971, Guthkelch4 was the first to describe RH in the setting of abusive “shaking.” The following year, in the first of 2 landmark articles, Caffey5,6 began discussing what would later be known as shaken-baby syndrome, a form of abusive head trauma (AHT) characterized by the application of repeated acceleration-deceleration forces with or without evidence of blunt head impact.7 Numerous research publications have since created an enormous evidence base that informs us regarding RH as a marker for AHT, differential diagnosis, and diagnostic limitations.

ANATOMY

Describing RH adequately is critical for appropriate differential diagnosis, which requires a three-dimensional view of the entire retina with the indirect ophthalmoscope used by ophthalmologists, preferably through dilated pupils (fixed and dilated pupils of a neurologically injured child or pharmacologically). Non-ophthalmologists are fairly accurate in describing presence or absence of RH, but false-negative and false-positive findings uncommonly may occur.8,9 If there is a need to preserve pupillary reactivity for neurologic monitoring, options for allowing prompt dilated examination include short-acting mydriatics (eg, phenylephrine 2.5%), dilating each eye on consecutive days, or ophthalmic consultation through miotic pupils (least preferable).

The retina is multilayered. It extends from the optic nerve to the peripheral retinal edge ( ora serrata) located just behind the iris root. The inner-most layer is the internal limiting membrane (ILM). Blood that is in front of the ILM is termed preretal or subhyaloid: in front of the retina but behind the well-formed vitreous gel (hyaloid) that fills the globe behind the lens (Fig 1). Blood that is within the layers of the retina is intraretinal and further categorized as superficial (nerve-fiber layer) and deeper intraretinal blood (Fig 1). Superficial blood streams between nerve fibers leading to the synonyms “flame” or “splinter” hemorrhage. Deeper intraretinal hemorrhage is termed “dot” or, if larger, “blot” hemorrhage. There are no strict guidelines to define size cut offs for these 2 terms. Blood lying under the retina is subretinal.

One can also describe the number and distribution of RH. Blood that is immediately around the optic nerve head is peripapillary. Temporal to the optic nerve is a thinner specialized area of the retina, the fovea, for maximal vision. The fovea is the center of the macula, which contains a higher density of cone cells. RH that is in the macula and/or peripapillary retina is said to be in the posterior pole. Blood extending out from the posterior pole is mid-peripheral and, if more anteriorly and closer to the ora, peripheral.

RH IN SHAKEN-BABY SYNDROME

The incidence of RH in shaken-baby syndrome (SBS) is ~85%5,10 but higher in children who have died versus unimpaired survivors.11 There is an association between severity of brain injury and RH severity. Rarely, RH can occur without intracranial hemorrhage or cerebral edema.12-13 Approximately two-thirds of victims have RHs that are too numerous to count and are multi-layered. These RHs extend out to the retinal periphery, with no particular anatomic pattern, and cover the majority of the retinal surface.

Macular retinoschisis (splitting of the retinal layers), was first described by Greenwald et al.14 Blood accumulates at the level of cleavage, most often between the ILM and nerve-fiber layer. Blood can extend through the ILM into the vitreous (Fig 2). Follow-up is essential, because vitreous hemorrhage may compromise vision if it does not resorb. Otherwise, RH and schisis do not usually affect visual outcome.

RH cannot be dated with precision. Massive numbers of superficial or small-dot hemorrhages can resolve sometimes within 24 hours. There is some evidence that mild increases of hemorrhage, or appearance of hemorrhage not previously present, can occur early during hospitalization in very ill children,15 which underscores the need for prompt ophthalmology consultation, preferably within 24 hours.

---

**FIGURE 1**
Numerous RHs, mostly intraretinal, throughout the posterior pole. * indicates preretinal (subhyaloid) blood. No retinal folds or retinoschisis can be seen, although the schisis cavity may be hidden by blood. This is a view of the posterior pole.

**FIGURE 2**
Traumatic retinoschisis of the macula in AHT. Arrows indicate the retinal fold at the edge of schisis with underlying hypopigmentation; tr, blood within the schisis cavity; v, blood escaping from the schisis cavity into the vitreous. Note the blood vessel (thick, short arrow) traveling from the optic nerve up onto the surface of the elevated schisis cavity and then down.
Retinal photography is not required but may be a useful adjunct, if available, for documentation.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Challenges to investigating pathophysiology include our inability to prospectively study live human infants and difficulties in establishing biofidelic modeling systems. Hypotheses have suggested factors including single blunt head impact, increased intracranial pressure (ICP), increased intrathoracic pressure, and hypoxia. Debate, largely in the courtroom, has raised other possible causes such as short falls or cardiopulmonary resuscitation with chest compression, which are often in the presenting history, as alternate explanations for RH seen clinically. Research along multiple lines has allowed recognition of the vital importance of vitreoretinal traction and specific effects of the repetitive acceleration-deceleration forces that characterize this form of abuse as the primary etiologic factor. Recognition of this etiology allows high levels of specificity and sensitivity in associating an abusive etiology, particularly when the child is younger than 3 years, when there is no evidence of direct globe trauma, and when the hemorrhages are multilayered and widespread with or without retinoschisis.16–18

Clinical Studies of Affected Children

Numerous publications have documented retinal findings in SBS. There is a predilection for hemorrhages to be found in the peripheral retina, perivascular areas, and posterior pole, all of which are areas of maximal vitreoretinal attachment in infants and young children.8,10,16 Whether there is evidence of blunt head impact does not correlate with the presence of RH.10 Even when RH is not used as a diagnostic factor in determining if an injury was a result of abuse, there is a distinct association between RH and SBS.16,19,20 The incidence of RH in SBS is dramatically higher than in all forms of accidental blunt head injury, even lethal motor vehicle accidents. Hemorrhages are much more severe in SBS than accidental single-impact injury, with which hemorrhages are usually few and confined to posterior pole.11,16,17,19,21,22 Severe hemorrhagic retinopathy has been reported in lethal motor vehicle crashes, usually with elements of repeated acceleration-deceleration (eg, rollovers).23 The incidence of RH in studies of AHT declines when victims of single-impact head trauma are included.16

Macular retinoschisis, a result of vitreous traction on the macula,24–26 often with vitreous still attached at the apices of circumlinear traumatic retinal pleats (perimacular folds) that surround the schisis, seems to be almost uniquely associated with SBS; it has only been reported otherwise in the setting of 2 single cases of fatal head crush injury.27,28 Fatal motor vehicle accidents,25 and an 11-meter fall.29 Even in these rare circumstances the lesions seemed somewhat different than those seen in SBS. The clinical scenarios readily distinguish themselves. A larger study of pediatric head crush injury did not reveal such lesions.30 It may be that direct ocular shear during crush injury rarely replicates the vitreoretinal traction that characterizes SBS.31

Results of postmortem studies of SBS victims also support results of the clinical studies.18,32–34 In 1 study, hemorrhage in orbital tissues was noted, which suggests that globe movement during repeated acceleration-deceleration causes disruption of orbital vessels and tissues.35 These findings were significantly less common in a group of accidental injuries unless there was direct orbital trauma or accidental repeated acceleration-deceleration forces. Even in the those cases, RH was distinctly less prominent than SBS. Intrascleral hemorrhage can occur at the optic nerve-globe junction, another fulcrum point prone to tissue damage during repeated movement of the globe during SBS.36,37

The powerful association of severe hemorrhagic retinopathy with the unique repetitive acceleration-deceleration forces of SBS, as opposed to single-impact events, together with the findings of RH in areas of maximal vitreoretinal traction, strongly support causation by vitreoretinal traction. A few articles have been used to argue otherwise. The results of 1 study of 26 Japanese children with intracranial and retinal hemorrhage, seizures, and ruptured bridging veins after a fall backward from sitting on a tatami mat differ strongly from those of the overwhelming majority of world literature that suggests that serious injury is extremely rare after short falls. Rather, this may reflect serious underdiagnosis of abuse at the time (1984) in that country.11 Even if one accepts the author’s attribution of the injuries to the stated falls, RH was only peripapillary and not widespread. Another study in which serious injuries from short falls were suggested suffered from many flaws including the absence of retinal examinations by ophthalmologists.38,39 Although the author argued to the contrary,40 research has shown that nonophthalmologists do well at identifying the absence or presence of RH but do not often offer descriptions as detailed as the examiner in the article and do not have the tools (indirect ophthalmoscope) to do so.39,38 RH may be more common with episodic intracranial hemorrhage after single-impact trauma but confined to the posterior pole,41 which indicates again that single acceleration-deceleration does not result in severe RH unless forces rise to the
level of fatal impacts or crush, and even then, such RHs are uncommon.

**Animal Models**

Animal models have been limited by small eye size, which requires huge amounts of force to proportionately replicate SBS events. These forces would inevitably cause such tissue disruption, they are impractical. RH has been demonstrated even in rodents submitted to repeated acceleration-deceleration. Animals that have been killed by shaking by other animals likely also represent poor models because of the unusual mechanism of injury. In a pig model of unidirectional single acceleration-deceleration injury without impact, peripheral retinal and ciliary body hemorrhages have been found. In cats, induction of shearing forces at the vitreoretinal interface induces disruption of vascular autoregulation with vascular dilation and porosity. Prostaglandins, powerful mediators of vascular autoregulation, are felt to be a major etiologic mechanism in birth RH. The orbital trauma of SBS includes damage to cranial nerves that carry autonomic supply to retinal vessels for autoregulation, which suggests that the biochemical mediation of RH in SBS may occur via disrupted vascular autoregulation either from vitreoretinal traction at blood vessels and/or direct autonomic nerve disruption within the orbit.

**Mechanical and Finite Element Models**

There is no mechanical eye model that has been used to investigate the pathophysiology of RH in SBS. Finite element analysis has been conducted. By constructing a virtual globe and orbit, using available known tissue biomechanical properties and anatomy the model is then exercised using forces obtained from human shaking of biofidel infant dummies, hoping to predict sites within the eye where maximal tissue shear and stress will occur. One group found predicted high-stress areas corresponding with RH patterns seen in SBS victims. The importance of damage to orbital tissues from repeated globe movements has also been suggested. Applicability of finite element analysis is limited by poor age-appropriate human data regarding ocular and orbital tissue biochemical properties.

**Other Hypotheses**

Despite the enormous multidimensional body of literature informing us of the critical role of vitreoretinal traction in generating RH in AHT, other factors have been suggested. Research has revealed little evidence to support their role in causing severe hemorrhagic retinopathy, which once again leads back to the importance of repeated acceleration-deceleration forces with or without head impact. In evaluating literature in these areas, one must avoid the pitfalls of applying data from adults to children, using data generated before SBS came into medical consciousness, and generalizing causation from studies in which clinical description of RH was nonspecific or mild to the more severe and extensive hemorrhages seen in most SBS cases.

Rh alone should rarely if ever be used to diagnose child abuse without other supportive historical, physical, radiologic, and laboratory evidence that would also exclude or identify factors that offer alternative examples (eg, fatal motor vehicle accident, leukemia). A complete discussion of the differential diagnosis of RH is beyond the scope of this article. There is an enormous number of ocular and systemic entities that are associated with RH (Table 1). Ocular entities such as retinal hemangioma, cytomegalovirus infection, and juvenile X-linked retinoschisis are readily distinguished on the basis of their concomitant clinical ocular features. Systemic disorders associated with RH almost exclusively result in only a small number of preretinal or intraretinal hemorrhages in the posterior pole. Notable exceptions include normal birth and leukemia. The latter is readily distinguished by blood testing and the usual presence of leukemic retinal infiltrates. The hemorrhages associated with birth have been reviewed elsewhere. Superficial hemorrhages are almost always gone by 1 week (usually by 3 days), and dot/blot hemorrhages are usually gone by 6 weeks (usually by 4 weeks). Therefore, such birth hemorrhages within these time frames cannot be distinguished from those in SBS, but those thereafter cannot be caused by birth. Retinoschisis has not been reported from birth despite studies of tens of thousands of newborns worldwide.

Let us now consider factors that are often present in cases of ill children in whom abuse is considered.
Increased ICP

Papilledema is the hallmark of increased ICP. Small nerve-fiber layer hemorrhages on and around the optic nerve head and occasional prepapillary hemorrhages are common. Papilledema, and the secondary hemorrhages, are thought to result from disruption of axoplasmic flow and capillary nonperfusion. With raised ICP there is a concomitant dilation of the optic nerve sheath.11 This, along with anatomic data,44 confirms communication of intracranial subdural and subarachnoid spaces with the optic nerve sheath. The central retinal artery and vein enter/exit the optic nerve from the orbit in the anterior third of the orbital optic nerve. It has been hypothesized that transmission of increased ICP into the optic nerve sheath can compress the central retinal vein (CRV), which would lead to resistance of venous outflow from the retina while arterial inflow proceeds unimpeded, which would hypothetically cause RHs. The critical question is whether the extensive RHs seen in the majority of AHT cases can be caused in this fashion.

There are multiple lines of evidence that inform us that extensive RHs do not result from increased ICP. Papilledema occurs in <10% of cases of SBS.9,10 To my knowledge, there has been no pediatric report of extensive RHs caused by increased ICP in the absence of abuse despite thousands of eye examinations of children with acute increased ICP from many other causes, although such examinations are not routine. Studies have confirmed the absence of extensive RHs caused by increased ICP.55,56 In 1 study there was no correlation between signs of increased ICP and RHs in SBS.10

If hemorrhages were caused by CRV compression, one would expect to see RH patterns of CRV obstruction (CRVO), a well-known and easily recognized ophthalmic entity in which severe intraretinal and preretinal RHs radiate out centrifugally from the optic nerve, with dilated and tortuous retinal veins. This is rarely seen in cases of SBS and is generally uncommon in children.57 In 3 large studies of AHT, CRVO was not observed.9,10,16 Experimentally increased ICP in animals does not cause widespread RHs and rarely any hemorrhages at all.58 Extensive RHs were not observed even when the CRV was occluded by increased intraocular pressure via a suction cup on the eye in human children.59 It may be that there is compensatory decreased arterial pressure that protects the retina.60 In other causes of restrained venous egress from the eye (see below), RHs are not seen.

Despite the evidence that fails to demonstrate an association of increased ICP and widespread RHs, there is some evidence that increased ICP plays at least some role, albeit not in isolation. Blood within the optic nerve sheath is sometimes used to imply transmitted ICP from the brain. The association of intracranial blood with intraocular blood (Terson syndrome) is common in adults with spontaneous subarachnoid hemorrhage, almost always with increased ICP. Optic nerve sheath blood is found in most cases of Terson syndrome and is commonly found in cases of SBS.52,55,61–63 Yet, Terson syndrome is uncommon in children with non-AHT intracranial hemorrhage.64 One study of 46 eyes from adults with fatal acutely raised ICP showed that hemorrhages beyond the peripapillary area were uncommon, but some did extend to the midperiphery or more peripherally.35 The pattern was not that of CRVO. The authors of the study hypothesized that because of the unvalved orbital venous drainage and multiple venous collaterals, CRVO was unlikely the cause of RHs. They pointed out that if the CRV is obstructed before it communicates with more anterior anastomotic channels (retinochoroidal), then choroidal drainage and ancillary vessels will allow adequate venous drainage. Intraocular hemorrhage is 2 to 3 times less common than optic nerve sheath hemorrhage, because although pressure within the sheath may damage vessels within the sheath, it may still be insufficient to cause CRVO and retinochoroidal anastomosis obstruction. Because retinochoroidal anastomoses lie outside the subarachnoid space, near the sclerodural junction, they may not be as susceptible to compression. Only if obstruction is anterior enough for the retinochoroidal anastomosis to also be obliterated could CRVO occur. The authors did observe a preferential dilation of the anterior optic nerve sheath (ampulla). They thought that this may become “compounded by the reflex systemic hypertension that commonly occurs in cases of severe” ICP.65 But once again, the RH pattern they observed is not what is seen in cases of SBS, the patients are adults, and we know from other work that in SBS, optic nerve sheath dilation need not involve the anterior sheath, can be discontinuous or absent, and is not necessarily correlated with RH.35 In an animal model, more anterior obstruction of the CRV was required to cause more extensive RHs.66

There have been a few reports of retinal or optic nerve neovascularization after SBS.67,68 One report was of a peripheral retinal nonperfusion that, similar to neovascularization, can be a long-term outcome of adult CRVO in SBS.69 Whether SBS neovascularization results from low-grade venous outflow obstruction is unknown. It may just likely be induced by local vascular insufficiency caused by vitreoretinal traction.69
Increased Intrathoracic Pressure

The rib fractures in SBS have led to theories that increased intrathoracic pressure results in restriction of CRV flow, which results in RHs. One group found no association between RH and rib fractures with SBS, although statistical analysis could not be performed.10 Multiple conditions associated with increased intrathoracic pressure, such as seizures, cough, respiratory distress, or vomiting, are not associated with RH in children.70–76 Other than a few hemorrhages in the posterior pole, RHs seem to be exceedingly rare after cardiopulmonary resuscitation with chest compressions,77–80 including in a pig model.81 Rare case reports that have suggested otherwise were complicated by multiple confounding systemic factors or poor evaluations to rule out abuse.82 RHs can be seen in Purtscher retinopathy, a condition that often is caused by severe crush chest injury in adults and is characterized by polygonal white retinal patches. Such patches can rarely be seen in SBS.83

Hypoxia

That hypoxia might be related in some way to hemorrhagic retinopathy in scenarios that resemble SBS came largely from the work of Geddes et al.84 In that article, despite a long section discussing RH, there was no mention of a study of eyes or data directly referable to RH. Geddes et al, despite other interpretations,85 clearly retracted this hypothesis under oath in court.86 A detailed rebuttal of the hypoxia theory can be found elsewhere.87 Clinically, thousands of hypoxic children are examined every year, but to my knowledge, there have been no documented cases of severe RH. Because there has been no formal prospective study, one must draw inference from related publications. In newborns, there is no correlation between RH and cyanosis.88 RH seems not to be a manifestation of acute life-threatening events or sudden unexplained infant death.18,89 Other clinical situations with hypoxia, such as cyanotic congenital heart disease and vascular fistulas, are not associated with severe RH, although pediatric studies are not often available.91,92 Hypoxia may play a role in possible progression of RH, but this is after the chain of abusive events that led to bleeding has taken place.15 Although there are many laboratory models that have used isolated tissue preparations that show a vascular effect of hypoxia, many clinical animal models of retinal hypoxia have not demonstrated RH.45,83,94

Sodium Balance

Children with severe brain injury may experience either centrally mediated or even iatrogenic major acute sodium shifts. In a study of children with vomiting, several of whom had sodium metabolite imbalances, no RHs were seen.72 Two articles reported a total of 3 children with abnormal sodium levels and extensive RHs. In all 3 cases AHT was either the diagnosis or under continued consideration.85,86 A child with hypotonic seizures had a mild hemorrhagic retinopathy confined to the posterior pole.97 Disorders of sodium balance have been postulated to be causative of intracranial hemorrhage.98–101 Whether similar factors could be operant in the retina and lead to significant hemorrhagic retinopathy has not been widely studied or confirmed.

Bacterial Meningitis

Infectious meningitis is a concern for children with systemic collapse and intracranial fluid collections. The diagnosis can be readily made with appropriate cultures. Yet, the topic has been raised in courtrooms as a possible etiologic factor even when culture results were negative or revealed only presumed contaminant organisms. There is little evidence to support causation of RH except in fulminant meningitis with grossly purulent cerebrospinal fluid, when there may be CRV necrosis leading to CRVO.102,103 In other reports there were no hemorrhages, no details, or small numbers of hemorrhages confined to the posterior pole.104–106 One teenager had a sub-ILM hemorrhage with some overlap with features of retinoschisis without folds but did not have other RHs and also had coagulopathy.107

Coagulopathy

Mild or even moderate coagulopathy often accompanies severe brain injury.108 Although there has not been a study of the retina in children with brain injury plus coagulopathy, severe hemorrhagic retinopathy, without leukemia, has not been reported from coagulopathy alone. One group reported subdural hemorrhage and posterior pole RHs in a child with a platelet-aggregation defect.109 A 5-year-old died of HIV with multiple systemic complications and severe hemorrhagic retinopathy at autopsy, with many findings including coagulopathy that could have been contributory factors.110 A child with severe vitamin K deficiency has been reported with somewhat extensive RHs.111 Congenital protein C or S deficiency or disseminated intravascular coagulation can present with vitreous and intracranial hemorrhage in neonates.112,113 Other case reports have shown no RHs in children with coagulopathy.114,115

In the absence of systematic study, it seems that RH only occurs with obvious severe coagulopathy that would be readily attributable to factors other than trauma with appropriate diagnostic testing. The question of whether severe disseminated intravascular coagulation in a severely traumatized child could aggravate hemorrhagic retinopathy and, if so, to what degree remains unknown. One would be remiss to attribute an ex-
tensive hemorrhagic retinopathy to coagulopathy in the absence of widespread hemorrhage involving a number of other organ systems.

Anemia

The overwhelming majority of researchers who have reported retinal manifestations of anemia have studied adults. It seems that severe anemia with thrombocytopenia is required to develop RH, usually mild and confined to the posterior pole. To my knowledge there has only been 1 article to report retinal findings in a case of anemia caused by blood loss. In another study, RH was always seen in the presence of either papilledema, optic atrophy, or retinal exudates. Biousee et al purported to have reviewed the world’s literature and found the youngest child with RHs resulting from anemia to have been 4 years old with no intracranial hemorrhage, erythroblastopenia, and a hemoglobin level of 7.18/dL. Mansour reported that RHs caused by aplastic anemia are less common in children. There is a case report of retinoschisis-like sub-ILM hemorrhage in a 6-year-old with aplastic anemia. It seems that severe hemorrhagic retinopathy does not result from isolated anemia in children without readily identifiable causes unrelated to trauma.

Unknowns

It is important to note that there are many factors in the development of RHs, but their influence remains unknown. For example, 5% of the general population in North America has thrombophilia. Thrombophilia has been associated with adult CRVO. Trauma predisposes to thrombosis. What would be the retinal effects of thrombophilia in a child who sustains a short fall that otherwise would not be expected to cause RH? I have cared for such a child with severe RH who was presumed to be abused despite the presence of anticardiolipin antibody and history of a short fall.

Subclinical vitamin C deficiency also exists in the general population. Although I am unaware of a well-documented case of significant RHs caused by vitamin C deficiency, the question remains as to the role it might play. Some have even argued, with limited evidence, that routine immunization could lead to decreased vitamin C levels as a result of elevated histamine levels. Most of the studies on vitamin C deficiency, however, used serum levels. Accurate study will require the use of lymphocyte vitamin C levels. Normal values have recently been generated for children (data not shown). Despite these questions, there is little, if any, evidence to support thrombophilia or vitamin C deficiency as a viable cause of severe hemorrhagic retinopathy. Additional research is required.

Last, we do not know the effect of multiple simultaneous factors. Outlier cases often raise the question of a single factor causing an SBS-like picture when there are multiple factors present, the cumulative effect of which is unknown. Thousands of children are examined annually by ophthalmologists when many of these factors, such as increased ICP, coagulopathy, anemia, and hypoxia, coexist, yet significant hemorrhagic retinopathy is not found. Studying the influence of concomitant factors in the setting of head injury is difficult, and perhaps these factors may contribute to the potential for worsening of RHs once the cascade of events is set in motion by the initial trauma.

CONCLUSIONS

The overwhelming body of literature supports a conclusion that severe hemorrhagic retinopathy in otherwise previously well children without obvious history to the contrary (eg, fatal head crush) suggests that the child has been submitted to abusive repetitive acceleration-deceleration trauma with or without head impact. Some continue to challenge this literature and attempt to raise controversy.

Further research is indicated to answer remaining queries. Until such time, physicians should keep an open mind to and appropriately search and test for alternate explanations while appropriately weighting the strong available evidence to ensure that a child remains protected from harm.
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